Cookie Policy
Betmaster uses cookies on its websites, in mobile applications and in newsletters to remember users' actions, identify users, collect
traffic information and perform certain statistical analysis, to enable the use of certain functions, make the websites more attractive
to users and to improve its services.
4.1.

4.2.

A cookie is a small piece of data that a website asks user´s browser to store on their computer or mobile device. Cookie
allows the website to "remember" user´s actions or preferences over time. Most browsers support cookies, but players
can set your browsers to decline them and can delete them whenever they like. Unless you have adjusted your browser
setting so that it will refuse cookies, our system will issue cookies as soon as you visit our site.
The following types of cookies are currently used:

4.2.1.

Session cookies:

These cookies are stored in temporary memory and are deleted after the browser is closed. Session cookies do not collect
information from the user’s computer. Session cookies allow players to be recognized within the Betmaster website so any page
changes or item or data selection carried out is remembered from page to page during one session.
4.2.2.

Persistent cookies:

These cookies stay on players computer or device after the browser has been closed and last for a time specified in the cookie.
Betmaster uses persistent cookies when we need to know who players are for more than one browsing session. For example,
Betmaster uses them to remember players preferences (e.g., username and language) for the next visit. They help improve player
experience and allow the player’s experience to be personalized. The information these cookies collect may include personal
information. Betmaster also uses these cookies to improve the website navigation and security by analyzing anonymized information
about the user such as browser type, browser plugins version, operating system. If players do not accept these cookies, it may
affect the functionality and access to content on the Betmaster websites.
4.2.3.

Advertising cookies:

These cookies are used to deliver targeted content to players that might be of interest to them. Betmaster may use these cookies to
remember websites players have visited and may share them with third parties such as advertisers or advertising agencies.
4.2.4.
4.2.4.1.
4.2.4.2.
4.2.4.3.

Third party cookies:
These are cookies (or plugins and active script contents – for details see 6. b,) set on players’ device by third party
service providers to allow them to deliver their services to you. The setting of these cookies is regulated by the
cookie policies of the respective third parties.
By enabling cookies, a player will receive the optimal experience from the Betmaster offers. Nevertheless, it shall be
the player´s sole choice to accept their use. Players are duly informed that by blocking all cookies they will not be
able to use any service from Betmaster and some part of the website may become inaccessible.
For further information on cookies and how to manage and delete them please visit:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HTTP_cookie

